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Abstract— In this paper we propose a new control scheme
with the following properties :
• periodical output disturbances are canceled using a repet-

itive controller,
• the reference tracking is performed using a feedforward

controller which is decoupled from the feedback loop using
a simulated model of the system and

• the rejection of non-periodic disturbances is improved
by using a standard feedback controller and a switching
control law to avoid undesirable repetitions.

The approach is valid for stable (also with integral effect)
minimum phase systems. It has been designed for medical
robotics applications and applied successfully on a real medical
robotic system for breathing compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Repetitive control has shown to be a very effective method
to cancel/track periodical disturbances/references in many
applications such as in hard disk drive control [1],[3]. It as
also been used in surgical robotics to cancel the motion of
the organs induced by breathing [9], [2].

In the case of robotic surgery, the aim is to provide a
stabilized environment to the surgeon despite physiological
motion and to allow him to perform the desired motion with
respect to the stabilized environment. Thus, the controller
must also have good performances on non-periodic refer-
ence tracking. Moreover, the interaction of the surgical tool
with the environment creates non-periodic disturbances that
should also be canceled effectively.

For reaching these three objectives, we propose in this
paper a control scheme based on three controllers. The
Prototype Repetitive Controller (PRC) is used to cancel
output periodic disturbance created by breathing. A feed-
forward controller is used to decouple the reference tracking
from the output disturbance rejection. A standard feedback
controller is used to improve the transient response to non-
periodic disturbance. Simulated models of the system are
used to separate the influence of each controller on the other.
However, the non-periodic disturbance rejection leads to a
repetition from the PRC. Hence, a switching control law
is proposed to avoid the undesirable repetition of the non-
periodic disturbance. In the context of Iterative Learning
Control (ILC), several methods have been proposed to deal
with non-periodic disturbances appearing in repetitive batch
process. In [5], a segmented ILC is proposed where the
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learning is activated or not dependending of the magnitude
of the repetitive and non-repetitive components of the error
signal. In [6], the non repetitive components is removed from
the error signal by wavelet filtering.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
detail the control strategy. The application of the control
strategy to the model of a robotized flexible endoscope is
presented in section III with stability robustness results.
Finally, simulations results and results on a real medical
robot are presented in section IV.

II. CONTROL LAW

A. Periodic output disturbances rejection
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the loop with the PRC

For periodic output disturbances rejection, we propose to
use the repetitive controller known as Prototype Repetitive
Controller (PRC) [1]. This method features a controller
consisting of a periodic signal generator and an approximate
inverse of the system. For a stable minimum phase system

P (z−1) = z−d
B(z−1)
A(z−1)

, (1)

the prototype controller is given by

Cr(z−1) =
z−N+dA(z−1)

B(z−1)
· 1
1− z−N

(2)

where N is the number of sampling periods in one period of
the disturbance. For non-minimum phase systems, unstable
zeros lead to unstable poles in the repetitive controller if the
inverse of the stabilized plant is used. The solution proposed
in [1] consists in cancelling the phase introduced by the
unstable zeros together with a gain normalizing factor. In
[4], the approximate inverse of the system is chosen as an
FIR filter which approximates the inverse of the frequency
response of the plant P (z−1) without introducing unstable
poles in the controller. The coefficients of the FIR filter are
obtained by a minimizing procedure.

In the case of purely periodic disturbance, the steady state
null tracking error can then theoretically be obtained after
one disturbance period. Fig. 2a shows a simulation of the



closed loop with the PRC applied on the system described in
section III. The periodical disturbance is perfectly canceled
after one period of the disturbance. The step reference and
output disturbance are taken into account only after one
period of the periodical disturbance.

Actually, the PRC is computed using an estimated model
of the system P̂ . A zero phase shift low pass filter Q is then
added to the delay Q(z, z−1)z−N to increase robustness to
modeling errors at high frequencies. Low frequencies errors
can be modeled as an uncertainty on the gain of the system
as follows

P (z−1) = (1 + δ)P̂ (z−1). (3)

The closed loop (Fig. 1) with the PRC given by Cr(z−1) =
P̂−1(z−1) z−N

1−z−N can then be written as follows

Fcl(z−1) =
Yd(z−1)
R(z−1)

=
P (z−1)P̂−1(z−1) z−N

1−z−N

1 + P (z−1)P̂−1(z−1) z−N

1−z−N

(4)

= (1 + δ)
z−N

1 + δz−N
. (5)

It can easily be shown that the closed loop poles remain
inside the stability circle as long as δ ∈]1,−1[. Simulation
results are given in fig. 2 for several errors.

Fig. 2. Simulation result with the PRC. A periodical disturbance of period
T = 5s is applied on the output. A step reference change occurs at time
t = 50s, and a step disturbance is applied on the output at time t = 80s.
The controller is activated at time t = 5s.

B. Feedforward Reference Tracking Decoupling

The periodical disturbance rejection obtained with the
PRC is satisfactory. But it is also a primary concern to
have good reference tracking capability in the context of
teleoperated surgery. A solution is to separate the reference
tracking function from the periodical disturbance rejection.
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Fig. 3. Feedforward reference tracking block diagram. the reference
tracking is then decoupled from the output disturbance.

This can be done by building a feedforward controller using
a simulated model of the system as shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, P (z−1) is the system to control, P̂ (z−1) is the
estimated model of the system. Cr(z−1) is the PRC built
with the inverse of P̂ (z−1) and Cref (z−1) is a controller
tuned to be stable and have a null steady state error with
respect to P̂ (z−1). The error signal E[k] is the difference
between the disturbed output and the model output and the
control action computed by Cref (z−1) is sent to both the
model P̂ and the system P so that the result of a reference
change is transparent to the PRC in the feedback loop. The
performance of the reference tracking function is then only
given by the feedforward controller.

C. Non-periodic output disturbances rejection
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Fig. 4. Block diagram with the standard feedback controller

1) Using standard feedback: A feedback controller
C(z−1) is added in the loop in order to improve the transient
response to non-periodic disturbances. In Fig. 4, the control
action U [k] used to drive the process is the sum of two
contributions Uc[k] and Ur[k]. Uc[k] is the control action
computed by a standard controller C(z−1) which is tuned
to stabilize the plant. Ur[k] is the control action resulting
from the prototype repetitive controller Cr(z−1). The process
output is fed back to the controller C(z−1). By this way, this
controller will also be able to act on the output disturbance
rejection and compensate for model mismatch.

From Fig. 4., it comes

Ŷ (z) = P̂C(Yth(z)− Yd(z)) (6)



Yd(z) = D(z) + PC(Yth(z)− Yd(z))
+ PCr(Ŷ (z)− Yd(z)) (7)

The closed-loop transfer function is then given by

Yd(z) =
1

1 + PC + PCr + PCrP̂C
D(z)

+
PC + PCrP̂C

1 + PC + PCr + PCrP̂C
Yth(z) (8)

Assuming that P̂ (z) = P (z), one can simplify Eq.(8)

Yd(z) =
1

(1 + PC)(1 + PCr)
D(z) +

PC

1 + PC
Yth(z). (9)

From Eq.(9), one can see that the dynamics of the distur-
bance rejection is given by both controllers. As C(z−1) is
chosen to be stable with respect to P (z−1) and Cr(z−1)
is the prototype repetitive controller leading to a stable
closed loop for δ ∈] − 1, 1[, the characteristic equation
(1 + PC)(1 + PCr) has all zeros inside the unit circle.

Fig. 5. Simulation results with the standard feedback with Cref (z−1) = 4
and C(z−1) = 4 for error on the estimated gain δ = {−0.3, 0, 0.3}. A
step reference change occurs at time t = 40s, and a step disturbance is
applied on the output at time t = 60s. The controller is activated at time
t = 5s.

Fig. 5 shows a simulation of the closed loop with the
standard feedback controller applied on the system described
in section III. The reference is immediately tracked with the
dynamics given by Cref (z−1). The periodic disturbance is
still perfectly canceled after one period of the periodic distur-
bance when there is no model error. The non-periodic output
disturbance is also immediatly canceled but unfortunately it
is repeated on the next period. This repetition is due to the
fact that the repetitive controller Cr(z−1) does not see the
effect of the control action Uc[k] because it is sent both to the
process and to a simulated model. The repetitive controller
then try to cancel the non-periodic disturbance after one
period.

2) Switching control law: In order to avoid the repetition
occurring with the former control scheme, we propose a
switching control law detailed on fig. 6.

The control law of the PRC, is given by

Ur[k] = P̂−1(q−1)E[k −N ] + Ur[k −N ] (10)

The control action of the previous period is repeated (repet-
itive action) and is improved by using the residual error
of the previous period (learning). As said before, the PRC
tries to cancel the non-periodic disturbance whereas it has
already been canceled by the standard feedback controller.
The control action computed by the PRC to cancel an
appearing non-periodic disturbance is given by Url(z) =
P̂−1(z−1) ·Q(z, z−1) · z−NEr(z).
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Fig. 6. Bloc Diagram of the switching control law

A solution is to detect when a non-periodic disturbance
occurs and then to counteract the action performed by the
PRC at the next period to cancel it. This can be done by
subtracting the control action Url[k] from the control action
Ur[k] on the next period. However, this substraction is not
sufficient because the error signal Er[k] does not vanish.
We recall that Er[k] is the difference between the system
output and the model output and that the control action Uc[k]
which has compensated the non-periodic disturbance has no
influence on the signal Er[k] as it is sent to both the model
and the process. In order to bring back the error signal Er[k]
to zero, we also inject the control action Url[k] into the
model. By this way, the PRC will virtually compensate the
periodic disturbance.

Assuming that the periodic disturbance is time invariant,
E[k] will theoretically converge to zero once the PRC
has learned the periodic disturbance. Once the convergence
is reached, a non null error indicates that a non-periodic
disturbance has arised. It would be straightforward to directly
use the signal E[k] to detect the presence of a non-periodic
disturbance. Practically, it is better to use the integral of E[k]
on a window of size N to minimize sensibility to noises and
to filter the periodic steady state error. The integration can



be written as

S(z−1) =
(
zd +

bN
2 c∑
i=1

(z−i+d + zi+d)
)
· z−N (11)

where d is the process pure delay. The switch is then closed
when the integral is above a chosen threshold σ.

III. APPLICATION

As an application, we consider the active stabilization of a
motorized flexible endoscope with respect to an anatomical
target using 2D visual servoing[11].

A. Model of the system
The model of the visual loop is given in Fig. 7. The

velocity of the image feature Ḟ is related to the joint velocity
q̇ by

Ḟ =
∂F

∂r

∂r

∂q
q̇ = LcJq q̇

where Jq is the robot Jacobian and Lc is the interaction
matrix of the considered image feature (see [9]).
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the visual servoing loop

The discrete time transfer function between the velocity
reference and the position of the features in the image is
then given by

P (z) =
Y (z)

U(z)
= z−3(1− z−1)Z


J

s2

ff
= J

Ts · z−4

1− z−1

where J = LcJq , Ts = 0.04s is the sampling period and
Z represents the z-transform. The delay z−3 in the feedback
loop is used to take into account the image acquisition and
processing time.

As shown in [10], we consider that the Jacobian matrix J
is estimated at each step and is used to obtain a decoupled
open loop transfer function by multiplying U(z) with the
inverse of the estimated Jacobian Ĵ+.

The decoupled open loop transfer function is then given
by

P (z) =
Y (z)
U(z)

= JĴ+Ts · z−4

1− z−1
(12)

If the estimation of the Jacobian is accurate, the open loop
transfer function becomes

P (z) =
[
1 0
0 1

]
Ts · z−4

1− z−1
(13)

It is then possible to use a separate monovariate controller
for each axis.

The SISO model of the system is then given by P̂ (z−1) =
Tsz

−4

1−z−1 . This model is not stable as it has a pole in 1, however

the PRC can be built as it has also a pole in 1, there will
be an intern pole/zero compensation. As the system contains
an integrator, the controller Cref (z−1) and C(z−1) will be
chosen as simple proportional controllers, which is sufficient
to ensure a null steady state error.

B. Stability robustness analysis

We are interested here in proving the stability of the
switching control law with some uncertainty on the estimated
gain of the system which can model inaccuracy in the esti-
mation of the Jacobian matrix. The stability of the switching
system cannot be determined only by the stability in each
mode. We use the Lyapunov stability theory to analyze the
stability of this uncertain switched system. The closed loop
obtained with the switching control law can be described by
the following state space representation

x(k + 1) = Âσ(k)x(k) + B̂σ(k)[r(k) d(k)] (14)

yd(k) = Ĉσ(k)x(k) + D̂σ(k)[r(k) d(k)] (15)

where σ(k) ∈ I = {1, 2} is the active mode at step k and
Âi, B̂i, Ĉi, D̂i are uncertain matrices. The computation of
the state space representation for our control law is given
for both modes in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

The matrix Âi belongs to a convex polytope Ai =
co{Ai1...Ai2p}, where p is the number of uncertainty pa-
rameter (in our case p = 1, the gain uncertainty is given by
the parameter δ). The vertices Aij of the polytope are given
by taking alternatively the minimum δ and maximum δ of
the uncertainty parameters for each mode.

The switched uncertain system is then quadratically stable
if a symmetric positive definite Lyapunov matrix P > 0
exists such that [7]

A′ijPAij − P < 0 ∀i ∈ I, j = 1, ..., 2p (16)

The results given by this approach are quite conservative.
There exists other less conservative methods [8] but they
require the resolution of a larger number of LMIs which
requires a high computational effort to be solved.

Fig. 8 shows the result of an iterative search of the robust
stability bounds using the SeDuMi Toolbox to solve LMIs
(16). The iterative search is performed for several values of
the controller C(z−1) starting from δ = 0 and δ = 0 by
increasing the uncertainty with a step of 0.025 until the LMIs
can not be solved anymore. The maximum robustness to
uncertainty is obtained for C(z−1) = 4 : the stability of the
closed loop is then guaranteed as long as δ ∈ [−0.325, 0.3].

IV. RESULTS

The switching control has been simulated on the system
described in the former section. The model of the system is
P (z−1) = Tsz

−4

1−z−1 . Errors on the estimated gain of the system
are represented using the multiplicative uncertainty

P (z−1) = (1 + δ)P̂ (z−1) (21)
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Fig. 9. State space representation of the closed loop without feedforward with the switch in open position. Matrices with subscript p denotes the process,
p̂ the model, c the controller C(z−1), r the PRC and l the learning part of the PRC
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Fig. 10. State space representation of the closed loop without feedforward with the switch in closed position. Matrices with subscript p denotes the
process, p̂ the model, c the controller C(z−1), r the PRC and l the learning part of the PRC

Fig. 8. Stability bounds of the switching control law computed by iterative
search of the existence of a common Lyapunov matrix. The PRC is tuned
with Q(z, z−1) = 0.01(z−3 + z3) + 0.075(z−2 + z2) + 0.24(z−1 +
z) + 0.35, and N is taken equal to 15 in order to reduce the computation
time.

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of the control scheme
with feedforward and standard feedback but without switch-
ing for δ = −0.3, 0, 0.3. The controller Cref (z−1) and
C(z−1) are both set to 4. The periodic disturbance has a
period T = 5s. N is then chosen equal to 125. The PRC is
tuned with Q(z, z−1) = 0.01(z−3 +z3)+0.075(z−2 +z2)+
0.24(z−1+z)+0.35. When the model is accurate, the control
scheme exhibits good performance in periodic disturbance
rejection and reference tracking. An output non-periodic
disturbance is well canceled but repeated after one period. It
can be seen that when errors on the gain appear, the controller
needs more time to cancel the periodic disturbance, and the
reference tracking as well as the non-periodic disturbance
rejection are followed by several repetitions.

Fig. 11 shows the simulation result of the switching
control law with no error on the gain (δ = 0) and Fig. 12 with
an error δ = 0.3. The switching control law allows to avoid
the repetition occurring after the non-periodic disturbance

Fig. 11. Simulation results of the switching control law for a modeling
error of δ = 0 and with C(z−1) = 4. The controller is activated at t = 5s.

rejection and the reference tracking even when there are
errors on the gain. It can also be noted that more time is
needed to cancel the periodic disturbance.

The control strategy has also been applied on a real
medical robot in our laboratory. A model of the abdominal
cavity organs is fixed to a motorized device which creates
a periodic displacement of the target with period T = 5s in
front of the motorized endoscope. For each experiment, two
reference steps are applied and a non-periodic disturbance is
performed by moving manually the target. Fig. 13(b) shows
an experiment realized on the robot without the switching
control law. The reference step is tracked with good per-
formance, whereas the step output disturbance leads to a



Fig. 12. Simulation results of the switching control law for a modeling
error of δ = 0.3 and with C(z−1) = 4. The controller is activated at
t = 5s.
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Fig. 13. (a) Laboratory test bed experiment with the PRC. The controller
is activated at t = 7s. Reference steps are requested at t = 54s and 92s and
disturbance steps occur at t = 134s. (b) Control scheme with the standard
feedback applied on the test bed.The controller is activated at t = 7s.
Reference steps are requested at t = 52s and 80s and disturbance steps
occur at t = 108s. (c) With the switching control scheme.The controller is
activated at t = 8s. Reference steps are requested at t = 64s and 87s and
disturbance steps occur at t = 118s.

80 pixels overshoot and is immediately rejected. But the 80
pixels error is repeated on the next period. Fig. 13(c) shows
the experiment realized with the switching control law. The
reference step is also tracked with good performance, and the
step output disturbance leads to a 120 pixels overshoot and
is immediately rejected with a maximum error of 26 pixels
on the next periods.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a repetitive switching
control scheme. It allows to cancel output periodic distur-
bances, to track non-periodic references and reject efficiently
non-periodic output disturbances. The switching is used to
avoid the repetition phenomenon of conventional repetitive
controllers when non-periodic disturbances occur.

The control scheme has been applied to a system used in
robotized flexible endoscopy. The stability robustness with
respect to gain uncertainties has been assessed by iteratively
solving LMIs. The simulation results and experiments on the
real system have shown the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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